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1 Introduction 
 

Africa Data Centre proposes the construction of a 3ha data storage facility on the proposed 

site. In order to maintain the power supply to the data centre when the municipal power supply 

is interrupted, supporting electricity generating infrastructure will be installed. This 

infrastructure comprises a power centre which contains the following: 

 

• Eight generators (6 x 2500kW and 2 x 2000kW) producing a combined 19000kW 

energy output (19MW). 

• Diesel storage tanks (3 x 56000 litre bulk storage tanks and 8 x 1000 litre day tanks) 

with a combined capacity of 176000 litres (176m³). 

The proposed development is located within an existing mixed-use industrial development 

known as Atlantic Hills Business Park. The Atlantic Hills development has an existing 

environmental authorisation (EA) for the development of a Mixed-Use Industrial Park 

(Amended EA issued on 31 March 2017, Department of Environmental Affairs and 

Development Planning (DEA&DP) Ref: 16/3/3/5/A5/20/2093/16 with an approved 

Environmental Management Programme (EMPr)). The Atlantic Hills development (which this 

erf forms part of) has been prepared with roads, services and building platforms. 

The proposed site is fully serviced as it forms part of the overall Atlantic Hills development 

which has been developed over the last four years. Electricity, when available (i.e. not during 

loadshedding), will be obtained from an existing Eskom substation, potable water from the City 

of Cape Town and sewage will be disposed of via the existing municipal sewerage system.  

 

The proposed storage of fuel requires Environmental Authorisation in terms of the National 

Environmental Management Act (NEMA) Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

Regulations (2014, as amended) and a Basic Assessment process is being undertaken. The 

EIA Regulations (GN No. R982) require that the Need and Desirability of a development 

proposal need to be considered by the competent authority in deciding on the application. 

 

This Needs and Desirability report is produced in accordance with the requirements of the 

Guideline on Needs and Desirability (published by the Department of Environmental Affairs, 

2017) published in terms of Section 24J of NEMA. The guideline requires that the following is 

addressed in the scope of a Need and Desirability assessment: 

 

• Aligning with relevant planning legislation and policies. 

• Securing ecological sustainable development and use of natural resources. 

• Promoting justifiable economic and social development. 
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2 Planning Legislation and Policies 

Planning legislation and policies assessed in the application are discussed below. 

2.1 Spatial Planning Land Use Management Act (Act16 of 2013) and  

The Western Cape Land Use Planning Act (Act 3 of 2014)  

Section 7 of SPLUMA and Section 59 of LUPA prescribes five development/planning principles 

that a new development should consider. The proposed development adheres to these 

principles as follow: 

• Spatial justice focusses on redressing spatial imbalances by improving access to and 

use of land, with particular focus on access to those who were previously excluded. The 

proposed development does not impede these principles as the development does not 

exclude anyone from equitable access to the resources and opportunities that the area 

has to offer. 

• Spatial sustainability refers to: 

o The protection of valuable agricultural and environmental sensitive land. 

o The prevention of urban sprawl. 

o The consideration of current and future costs of infrastructure.  

In terms of the proposed development, no agricultural land or sensitive environmental land are 

impacted upon, and considering the proposed development will be located within an existing 

mixed-use development within the urban edge, urban sprawl is negated. Infrastructure is 

existing, so no further costs are envisaged.  

• Spatial efficiency dictates the optimal use of existing resources and infrastructure, as 

well as requiring the minimisation of negative impacts in terms of financial, economic, and 

environmental impacts. The application proposes a use which is compatible with the 

existing surrounding land use and proposes an economic opportunity in the form of short- 

and long-term employment for surrounding communities.  

• Spatial resilience refers to flexibility in spatial plans, land use management and policies 

to ensure those sustainable livelihoods most likely to suffer the impact of environment or 

economic shocks. The proposed development can be seen as an example of how vacant 

land in an existing development is used efficiently, which contributes to spatial resilience 

as it allows a bigger variation of land-uses. 

• Good administration principles focus on an integrated development approach. The 

proposed development provides a valuable service: data storage facilities are centralised 

computer server systems on a large scale and they offer significant advantages (and 
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economies of scale) over traditional in-house data storage systems. The primary 

advantages are:  

o Higher reliability and redundancy of systems. 

o 24/7 monitoring and maintenance of storage by staff.  

o Higher security and data protection.  

o Flexibility – ability to increase or decrease storage requirements at short notice in line 

with specific business needs.  

o Because the back-up power centre allows the data centre to operate during power 

outages, it allows business to continue to function during these outages. 

2.2 Spatial Development Framework 

The Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework (PSDF) states that, “By 

prioritising a more compact urban form through investment and development decisions, 

settlements in the Western Cape can become more inclusionary, widening the range of 

opportunities for all”. 

The proposed development is within the urban edge, and within the previously authorised 

development of Atlantic Hills, thereby fulfilling the above requirement of the PSDF.  

In addition, and as mentioned above, the bulk storage of diesel on site (for fuel to operate 

backup generators in the event of power outages) will support economic enterprise in this 

developing industrial node, allowing business to continue to function during outages. 

Continuous operation of industry supports productivity within the sector and this, in turn, brings 

employment opportunities.  

In term of the Municipal Spatial Development Framework (MSDF), the erf is situated within the 

edge of the built environment, as shown in the MSDF of the City of Cape Town 2017 – 2022.  

2.3 Environmental Management Framework  

Planning, development, environment and land management decisions must be considered in 

terms of the EMF’s Environmental Impact Management Zones (EIMZ). Each zone is informed 

by the attributes, characteristics and environmental management priorities of the environment, 

with areas of environmental sensitivity identified. The erf does not fall within any identified 

environmental sensitivities. 

The Environmental Management Impact Tables encourage industrial development on land 

zoned for industrial use. The proposed development of diesel storage and generators is 

situated on land zoned for industrial use. 

In addition, identified in the Spatial Planning category of the Northern District Spatial Plan is 

the development of industrial development nodes which include the development of the 

Welbeloond/ Atlas Park/ Annandale Area Mixed Use Node (Located at the M12 and N7 

interchange), which includes the Atlantic Hills development. The Northern District Plan also 

indicates that this area in which the Atlantic Hills development is situated is well located for the 
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development of an industrial business node due to the upgrade of the roads surrounding the 

area and that this will create an employment hub for the nearby located Dunoon residents.  

3 Ecologically Sustainable Development 

No ecological specialist studies were required as the proposed data centre is situated in the 

existing, approved Atlantic Hills Industrial Park, and the proposed site is therefore completely 

transformed in preparation for further development. 

3.1 Services 

The site is fully serviced as it forms part of the overall Atlantic Hills development which has 

been developed over the last four years.  As previously stated, the Atlantic Hills development 

has an existing EA for the development of a Mixed-Use Industrial Park. 

Electricity will be obtained from an existing Eskom substation, potable water will be obtained 

from the City of Cape Town, and sewage will be disposed of via the existing municipal 

sewerage system. It is proposed that electricity will be generated via fuel powered generators 

should Eskom power not be available (i.e. during loadshedding). Energy-efficient appliances 

and lightbulbs will be used where practicably possible.  

As included in the EMPr, potable water will not be allowed to be used for dust suppression. 

The developer will be responsible for sourcing an alternative. Waste will be recycled as stated 

in the EMPr. 

3.2 Natural Resources 

The erf is completely transformed through the clearing of the land, shaping of development 

platforms, installation of underground services, and construction of roads and sidewalks.; no 

biodiversity of conservation concern is present on site.  

3.3 Visual Impacts and Cultural Heritage 

In terms of visual impacts, the proposed back-up power centre is located within an existing 

mixed-use industrial area; the visual impacts associated with the operational phase will 

therefore be minimal. Construction phase visual impacts will be minor and will be mitigated 

through the implementation of a Construction Environmental Management Programme (EMPr) 

that will ensure that construction activities are hoarded off and that storage of waste and 

building materials are done in a manner that doesn’t affect surrounding viewers. Due to the 

transformed nature of the site, no resources of heritage value exist on site. 

3.4 Nuisance impacts 

Construction impacts, such as noise and dust are temporary, are short-term, reversable and 

mitigatable through the implementation of the Construction EMPr. 
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4 Economic and Social Development 

The construction phase of the project will provide short-term employment, while the operational 

phase will provide long-term employment opportunities for the surrounding communities, 

including that of Dunoon, a previously disadvantaged, low-income, high density area, with high 

levels of poverty and unemployment. 

5 Summary and Conclusion 

Africa Data Centres is a medium-sized Data Centre developer well positioned in the African 

market for expansion and to provide much needed impetus to local economies. It has an 

existing presence in Cape Town with our Diep River Data Centre built in an existing factory 

dating from the 1950’s. The data centre has a clear pipeline of demand for co-location space 

that is unable to be served from the existing Diep River DC.  

Following a detailed site selection process involving 12 different locations, it was concluded 

the Atlantic Hills development is best suited to the expansion programme. The site benefits 

from being in a secure business park that is well served by major national roads (N7 and M12) 

and is in close proximity to Cape Town City and associated harbour, Cape Town Airport and 

within easy reach of the existing facility in Diep River. 

The area generally, is situated on the northern periphery of Cape Town City in the midst of an 

expansion drive in the area. It is therefore in the vicinity to new local residential and commercial 

hubs providing both employment and ease of travel to workplace. In addition, the site benefits 

from a direct Eskom electricity supply from an adjacent existing substation with sufficient 

capacity for ADC operational requirements. There are several our competitors in the immediate 

vicinity so from a business perspective it is a key site for ADC. A further consideration for ADC 

was the fact the land would be wholly owned by the company and is suitable for a purpose-

built data centre. 

The Need and Desirability related considerations are as follows:  

• The proposed development is in-line with applicable planning legislation and policies. 

• The proposed development is located within the existing mixed-use development of 

Atlantic Hills. 

• The site is highly transformed: no biodiversity or heritage impacts are expected.  

• The proposed development will result in both short- and long-term employment 

opportunities.  

 

 


